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Opportunities for you as the market shifts from new to used
Affordability drops as used car sales remain on the rise
As May comes to an end, we’re seeing the percentage of used over new vehicles
sold continue to rise. The perceived value of pre-owned vehicles is also continuing
to surpass actual value. According to Cox Automotive estimates, total used vehicle
sales were up 69% year over year last month. However, the current market climate
is demonstrating a decline in affordability, with buyer incentives slowing and the
possibility of lending tightening.
The total number of cars you are selling may have increased compared to this
time last year, but what percent is new, what percent is used, and can your buyers
afford climbing prices?
Knowing your averages may protect your finance reserve
If you sold 100 units, 60 new, and 40 used with 80% financed in-house, how
much revenue is going into your finance reserve? What if that’s flipped to 40 new
and 60 used? How does that affect your finance reserve and overall profitability?
Based on Bank of America’s posted new and used terms, the difference in that alone
could result in a $202 per car hit. Annualized, that is nearly $250K in a 100 unit
store. As sales shift to used, consider your average rate, term, and balance to
finance. This may help you address how to contend with these market forces.
Is the market shifting to leasing?
A small change in monthly payments can make or break a deal. When affordability
goes down, customer sensitivity to monthly payments goes up. A recent study by
Cox Automotive shows 84% of buyers are now researching their finance options. Of
these buyers, rates and monthly payments are a key part of their research. A 36month lease vs standard 72-month financing on a purchase shows a 30% lower
payment on a 50% shorter term. As consumers react to reduced affordability, will
they be looking to lease? If the market migrates in the direction of leasing, what does
that mean for your dealership? Across the industry, we’re seeing more leases being
extended or bought out separate from the dealership. Some dealerships are now
actively identifying their current leasing customers to offer pull-in incentives. This
strategy not only brings these customers back to the dealership but also increases
certified pre-owned inventory.

The Ultimate Approach to Improve
Car Dealership CSI
Your customer satisfaction index (CSI)
scores directly influence your car dealership
profitability. In the car dealership, sales and
service departments are regularly thought to
be accountable for customer ratings. But
what about the F&I department?

Read More

Cilajet/Express Appearance Protection
Cilajet is available for exterior and interior protection against the environment. On
the exterior, its unique anti-corrosion sealant bonds with the paint and metal
services to help keep your vehicle stay cleaner longer, reduces maintenance for
repeat car washes, and eliminates the need for waxing or polishing. On the interior,
protection is available for leather, vinyl, and fabric. HIDE by Cilajet conditions and
protects your leather and vinyl seats from drying, fading, and discoloration. FAB by
Cilajet defends against food and drink stains and makes fabric & upholstery cleanup fast & easy. Cilajet is the only true aviation-grade environmental protection sold
in the auto industry – Boeing and Airbus Approved.
Your value
Brings the customer back to the dealership for repairs
Available for all vehicle makes
Protects trade-in value
High CSI Product, promotes repeat and referral business
Non-Cancelable (no chargebacks)
Your customer’s value
Long-lasting appearance protection, making it easy to keep clean and shiny
Provides an additional $500 trade-in value guaranteed at selling dealership
Performance guaranteed for 5 years for new cars and 3 years for used cars
How you sell it:
Walk your customer through a scenario where Cilajet’s protection would
benefit them.
Educate your customer on the factors that determine trade-in value.

Blackberry Fiz
2 blackberries
2 oz gin
1 oz lemon juice
1 egg white
1 oz club soda

1. Add blackberries to a cocktail
shaker and muddle well
2. Add gin, lemon juice, and egg
white
3. Dry shake for 30 seconds
4. Add a handful of ice and shake
5. Strain into glass and top with club
soda
Enjoy responsibly!

Ask us Anything
This email is sent directly from our team to yours. Do you have any questions
related to F&I? We encourage you to reply to this email or use the link below to ask
anonymously. We want to hear from you.
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